This paper presents a novel approach for leakage optimization through simultanous Vt selection and assignment. Vt selection implies deciding the right value for Vt and assignment implies deciding which gates should be assigned which thresh-hold value. The proposed algorithm is a general mathematical formulation that can be trivially extended to multiple thresh-hold voltages (more than two). Traditional leakage optimization strategies either assume the prespecification of thresh-hold values or are good only for two threshholds. The presented formulation is based on linear programming approach under the piecewise linear approximation of delay/leakage vs thresh-hold curves. The algortihm was incorporated in SIS. Experimental results indicate that on some benchmarks having more that two thresh-holds was beneficial for leakage.
INTRODUCTION
Continuous shrinking of feature sizes has enabled scaling of voltage and hence massive reduction in dynamic power. This reduction in supply voltage must be accompanied with a proportional reduction in thresh-hold voltage in order to contain adverse effects on delay. This thresh-hold reduction however is accompanied by an exponential increase in leak-, age current and hence leakage power. Leakage power/current can primarily be attributed to the stored charge in devices that are off which keep conducting (leaking) current. As technology scales, the importance of leakage power/current is becoming more and more significant. In fact it is becoming the dominant component of overall chip power. New optimization methodologies are desired which optimize the leakage directly without effecting delay.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission andor a fee. The current state of research has proposed many strategies for reducing leakage. Having multiple thresh-holds on chip is one of the most significant among them. One approach considers having a high thresh-hold transistor in series with the gates so that leakage current could be reduced [4] . Another approach suggests having gates on critical (slow) paths with low thresh-hold and non-critical paths with high-thresh-hold [7] , [5] . Most of the existing work assumes that the designer is interested in only two threshhold voltages on chip. Having multiple thresh-hold voltages on silicon is more of an economic issue than a technical one. Each extra thresh-hold voltage would require an additional step in fabrication process which costs money. Hence most of the existing research has focused only on two thresh-hold volt ages.
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This paper presents a novel approach for leakage optimization problem by assigning thresh-hold voltage to each gate in the circuit. Our approach is similar to [5] , [7] since we assign thresh-hold voltages to gates. The key disadvantages of existing approaches are as follows. Firstly their optimiza tion strategy is good only for two thresh-holds. Secondly they assume the two thresh-hold voltages to be prespecified. They do not allow the designer to investigate the possibility of having more than two thresh-holds (even though it is more expensive). This paper presents a general mathematical formulation for optimizing leakage current/power. It does not assume any predecided number of thresh-holds or specific thresh-hold voltage values. It optimizes leakage by solving the thresh-hold selection and assignment problem simultaneously. Thresh-hold selection problem tries to select the exact values for thresh-holds. Thresh-hold assignment problem assigns gates to a certain thresh-hold. Given a circuit, a delay constraint and a constraint on number of thresh-holds, the algorithm will automatically select the correct values for thresh-holds and assign gates t o these thresh-holds. The designer can easily experiment with more than two thresh-holds. The approach is based on the piecewise linear approximation of delay/leakage vs thresh-hold curves. The formulation is based on linear programming and is hence polynomial in runtime. The formulation is also optimal under the piecewise linear approximation and if number of thresh-hold voltages is not a constraint. The approach of [7] is similar in approach t o ours since they too try to select the correct thresh-hold. But their approach is good only for two voltages. Our formulation is a generalized approach for any number of thresh-hold voltages.
Experimental results were conducted in the SIS framework with the MCNC benchmark suite. We experimented with one, two, four and unlimited thresh-holds. Results showed that for many benchmarks leakage for two and four thresh-holds is very similar. But for a few of the benchmarks (larger ones), leakage of four thresh-hold voltages was significantly better than two.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work, mathematical formulations and basics of leakage. Section 3 contains our complete mathematical and algorithmic formulation for simultaneous threshhold selection and assignment. Section 4 contains the experimental results and section 5 contains the conclusion.
PRELIMINARIES

Related Work in Leakage Optimization
Leakage optimization problem has been a topic of active research over the last few years. This subsection will briefly overview the major results of the existing work. Scaling of supply voltage forces the scaling of thresh-hold voltage Vt inorder to contain the adverse effects on delay. This lowering of thresh-hold has an exponentially detrimental effect on leakage current/power because of an exponential dependence [6] . Leakage current is becoming increasingly important component of overall chip power dissipation. The use of two thresh-hold voltages has been proposed [3] which could be physically implemented by using an additional step in fabrication process. More than two thresh-hold voltages would require more complicated manufacturing technology which might make fabrication more expensive. [4] and many others consider the inclusion of a high thresh-hold sleep transistors which will reduce the leakage in sleep mode. There are significant issues regarding the control of these sleep transistors which have not be addressed. Another approach is to have low thresh-hold voltages on critical paths and high thresh-hold on non-critical paths [7] , [5] . Other approaches include considering the state in which a gate exists. The leakage current strongly depends on state of the circuit. Some researches have tried to achieve the "optimal" state configuration of the circuit to minimize the leakage power.
Leakage in Deep-Submicron Revisited
Leakage current of a MOS transistor according to the BSIM model [2] can be approximated as follows 1 (1)
where A = poCOx(Weff/Leff)(kT/q)2e1.8 and Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area and is the threshhold voltage. It can be seen that leakage current is exponentially dependent on thresh-hold. On the other hand, delay of a MOS transistor follows the following approximate relation w.r.t vt [7] , 121, [6] where a is around 1.3 for short channel and 2 for long channel devices.
Leakage current of a CMOS circuit is simply the sum total of the leakage currents of all gates. The leakage of a CMOS gate depends on the number of transistors that are turned off and hence on the inputs. For example if a NAND gate has both NMOS transistors off (input = 00). Since these transistors are in a stack, the leakage current will be small, whereas if both PMOSs are off (input = 11) then the two off transistors are connected in parallel and the leakage is large.
The Gate-Level Circuit Delay and Leakage: Problem Formulation
Given a gate level circuit and a delay constraint, we now express the leakage optimization problem as a function of gate thresh-hold voltages. We assume that all transistors in the gate have the same thresh-hold voltage. Close observation of the formulation will reveal that this does have to be the case necessarily. This formulation can be trivially generalized to the case presented by [5] where each NMOS, PMOS pair have the same thresh-hold.
Let d,,,(&(g)) represent the internal delay of gate g from pin i to the output. The term also indicates its dependence on thresh-hold.
Vgates g a, = A,
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The equations above contain the formal description of the general-leakage optimization problem. Essentially, we would like to assign thresh-hold voltages to each gate such that the required time constraint (equation 6) at all the primary outputs (PO) is satisfied and the overall leakage current/power is minimized. Equation 4 assigns an arrival time to each of the primary input. Equation 5 signifies the propagation of arrival time throughout the circuit. Note that both gate delays and leakage currents are functions of gate thresh-hold.
This formulation assumes that the number of different thresh-hold voltages available on the chip are potentially infinity. Hence each gate can be assigned a separate threshhold. Existing research reports that this may not be an economically viable option. Typically, two predecided voltage levels are assumed and gates/transistors are assigned voltages from this set [5] . This is called the dual-leakage optimization problem. There are two fundamental questions that this paper tries to address. Firstly how do we choose which thresh-hold voltages should be present on chip : the voltage selection problem. Secondly which gates should have which thresh-hold voltage: the voltage assignment problem. We present a general framework for solving this problem simultaneously. Our formulation can be trivially extended to consider more than two thresh-hold voltages if the designer/technology wants to support more than two. The key differences between our and existing approach is as follows: firstly instead of assuming a predefined set of thresh-hold voltages, our formulation automatically selects the appropriate voltage values. Moreover our formulation can be easily generalized to more than two thresh-holds
Figure 1: Piecewise linear approximation which is in stark contrast with the approach presented in [7] . The strategy of [7] , although picks appropriate threshholds, is good only for two voltages.
SIMULTANEOUS SELECTION & ASSIGN-MENT
As mentioned before, we try to solve the following problems simultaneously 1. Thresh-hold Selection: What should be the values of the thresh-hold voltages 2. Thresh-hold Assignment: Which gates should be assigned which thresh-hold voltage Previous section defined the leakage optimization problem formally. Let us make a few observations on the presented formulation. Firstly, both delay and leakage have a convex dependence on thresh-hold voltage (equation 1, 2). Hence the leakage optimization problem entails a convex set of constraints along with a convex objective function. (Note: For brevity, we have omitted the detailed discussion on how the present formulation is convex.). The generalized leakage problem can be solved optimally using any convex optimization tool. Of course the number of distinct thresh-hold voltages may become too many, hence making the solution impractical. But this solution does give a lower bound on the leakage optimization problem. Although convex programming techniques are very fast, they may not be efficient for larger circuits. Next we present a faster approach for solving the problem in a piecewise linear assumption.
Polynomial Time Linear Programming Approach
It has already been observed that the dependence of delay and leakage on thresh-hold follows a convex curve. This convexity property can be exploited to generate a linear program under the piecewise linear assumption. Piecewise linear approximation essentially signifies the replacement of the continuous curve by a piecewise linear curve. A similar approach was presented in [l] for the slack distribution in the placement problem. Figure 1 shows a representative plot between thresh-hold and delay. This curve is convex in nature and is approximated by 3 lines as shown with parameters 11= (ml,cl), 12 = (m2,c2) and 13 = (m3,c3) (each line has a corresponding slope and constant offset). Let us consider a point (v2,d2) as shown in the figure. Since the curve is convex, the following property always holds
Hence a point ((v2,d2) in this case) which lines on a region of the curve approximated by a specific line (12 in this case), has the highest value on that line. Hence the point (v1,dl) will have the highest value on line 11. A similar property could be illustrated for leakage current also. This property will be used heavily to define a linear programming formulation under the piecewise linear assumption.
Problem Formulation
Let us assume that each gate in the circuit has an associated delay vs thresh-hold curve for each input pin to gate output (equation 2) and leakage vs thresh-hold curve. As discussed before, leakage current in a gate also depends on the gate inputs since the inputs determine the gates which are turned off. In this work, we assume that the gate inputs in steady state have been determined already. If this state information is not available then a probabilistic approach in which input probabilities are used t o determine the leakage current of the gate [5] . Note that even in this case the convexity property will not be violated (details omitted). For example, it has been shown that a NAND gate has three states as far as leakage is considered. 
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Equation 10 illustrates the objective with the variable zg representing the leakage current for a gate assumed to follow a piecewise linear curve. Equations 11 to 14 represent the behavior of zg. For all the m lines used to represent the leakage curve, we need to find the particular line on which z, falls. These constraints along with a minimization objective will ensure that. Note that these constraints exploit the convex property of the leakage curve. These constraints would be defined for all gates. Equations 15 to 19 do something similar for the individual pin delays for each gate. Note that these equation once again will have to be written for all gates. For each of the m lines on the linearized input pin delay curve for a gate, we are trying to find the the line on which the delay parameter tt,, lies. Equation 20 illustrates that the arrival time for a gate is maximum of the input arrival times plus the delay from input pin to gate output. Equation 21 assigns a pre-specified arrival time to primary inputs and equation 22 illustrates the required time constraint at the primary outputs.
This formulation will solve the leakage optimization problem optimally in polynomial time. It assumes a piecewise linear approximation for the delay and power curves.
I .2 Generating a Feasible Solution
The previous formulation solves the generalized problem where each gate could be assigned an independent threshhold voltage. This formulation generates assignments of thresh-hold voltages to gates considering a piecewise linear curve for leakage and delay. Now we transform this solution to the real curve. This transformation should be such that the generated solution should still be feasible from a delay constraint point of view. We call this transformation the figure  2 . Basically, the assignment of thresh-hold voltage to a gate corresponds to a certain gate delay given by a line on the piece-wise linear plot of delay vs voltage. As shown in the figure, keeping this delay fixed, we increase the thresh-hold voltage till we hit the real delay vs voltage curve. The thick horizontal arrow signifies this transform. Consequently, the leakage current of the gate decreases which is illustrated by the thick arrow on the leakage curve. Hence this transform ensures that the gate delay does not change along with a further reduction on the gate leakage current. This could be done independently for all the gates. Note that the discussed formulation solves both the thresh-hold selection and assignment problem simultaneously.
Fixed On-Chip Thresh-hold Voltages
The previous formulation assumed the independence of all gates as far as assignment of thresh-hold voltages is concerned. As mentioned before, this may not be economically a very viable option. Usually chips can have two thresh-hold voltages although having more than two thresh-holds may be an option the industry would consider in the near future. Let us assume that we can have k distinct voltages on chip. The question we try to answer next is what should these k thresh-hold voltages be, and which gates should be assigned which thresh-hold voltage. We extend the formulation described above to address this issue.
Let us assume, we know which gates will have the same thresh-hold voltage. Hence we have k clusters of gates and all we have to determine is what these thresh-hold voltages should be. This can be easily enforced in the constraints presented above. Basically we can equate the thresh-holds of gates in the same cluster. This will result in a solution of upto k distinct thresh-hold voltages and minimum possible leakage. Of course the next problem to consider is the generation of these cluster constraints. Also note that any general value of IC (including 2) can be easily considered by this generic mathematical formulation. Hence the possibility of having more than two thresh-holds can be easily investigated by our approach.
Iterative Gate Clustering
There are many ways in which gates could be clustered together. We propose a criticality driven iterative clustering technique. This is due to the observation that gates with similar criticality should be assigned the same thresh-hold Let us discretize the E range (0-1) into n discrete points.
These n points signify the n possible values of E . Given i as the number of thresh-hold voltages allowable, we want to generate i linear partitions of the line which represents E (just like figure 3(b) where i = 3 ) . We generate this partitioning as follows. Let us consider i -1 possible locations where the E range needs to be cut (to generate i ranges).
Let us assume i = 2, so we need to cut the range at one location. This range can be cut only at n points. Hence we have (n-1) possible locations where this partition can be made. For each partition we figure out the gates that must be clustered together. The linear programming formulation is then executed iteratively for each partition and the partition that generates the minimum leakage is selected. Now if i = 3 , then the E range must be cut a two places (just like figure 3(b) ). Once again the first cut can only be placed on n locations. If the first cut is placed on location 1 on the range, then the second cut can be placed at n -1 locations. If the first cut is placed at location 2 then the second one can be placed on n -2 locations. Hence total number of combinations n*(n-1)/2, or O ( n 2 ) . Among these partitions we select the one that generates the minimum possible leakage power. Generalizing this approach to i thresh-hold voltages, the iterative complexity of this approach is O(n(i-l)). Since i is technology dependent, hence can be assumed a constant. So this approach should be polynomial in n which can be controlled by the user. Other heuristics could also be used t o generate this clustering techniques. The formulation presented above is independent of how this clustering is generated. The presented approach solves the thresh-hold selection and assignment problem simultaneously. It can trivially be extended to multiple thresh-hold voltages (as compared to the approach by [7] which is good only for dual voltages). This can be used as an evaluation strategy for considering multiple thresh-holds in future. This completes the description of our algorithm.
Generating a Feasible Solution
Solving the linear programming formulation under clustering constraint poses another problem when transforming the solution from the piecewise linear assumption to the real curve. The approach for generating a feasible solution in the previous subsection (figure 2) will not work since we might end up increasing the number of distinct thresh-holds. One approach could be the thresh-hold-invariant approach in which we assume the solution given by linear program is the final solution. Of course this will also generate a valid feasible solution (in terms of delay constraint) but the leakage of the generated solution may be a little higher. Another approach could be to perform the delay invariant approach for all gates (figure 2). The thresh-hold of a cluster should then be decided by the lowest thresh-hold voltage gate in that cluster after delay invariant transformation.
RESULTS
We integrated the proposed algorithm in SIS. The standard cell library information in lib2.genlib along with the delay dependence equation 2 was used to generate delay vs thresh-hold curves for all gates. Leakage curves were generated similarly. All leakage curves were normalized w.r.t a basic inverter in the library. The MCNC benchmarks were optimized using standard scripts of SIS and mapped for minimum delay. The range of possible thresh-hold voltages for all gates was assumed to be 0.1 to 0.7. The delay constraint for the circuit was generated as follows. All gates were implanted using the lowest possible thresh-hold voltage. The resulting circuit delay with 5% slack was the constraint. The leakage and delay curves were then linearized with 8 lines. We used the delay invariant transformation for generating a feasible solution. Our experiments showed that this lead to a good tradeoff between runtime and quality. Experiments were then performed on MCNC benchmarks.
We experimented with one, two and four thresh-hold voltages. Comparisons were made with the optimal result (under the piecewise linear assumption) which msumes unbounded number of threshhold voltages. It can be seen that the optimal approach results in minimum leakage. One thresh-hold voltage results in largest leakage. Our formulation although does pick the best thresh-hold for all the gates. This is an improvement on traditional approach which will assign the lowest thresh-hold to all gates instead of selecting the best thresh-hold under the given constraints. Having two thresh-hold results in a massive improvement in leakage over one thresh-hold. Our formulation could also pick the best thresh-hold voltages for each design. Results for four thresh-holds are mixed in nature. For many benchmarks, four thresh-hold voltages does not give any significant improvement over two thresh-holds. But for too-large, 24, rot,pair, apex6 the improvements are non trivial. Hence for some designs having more than two thresh-holds could be an option the designer might want to consider. The presented algorithm/formulation could be used to make such decisions. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a general mathematical framework for simultaneous thresh-hold selection and assignment. Using this approach the designers can automatically select the correct thresh-hold voltage for their design and also the 
